
Any Kind of Acoustics, Anywhere You Want!
Mobile Air Wall® sound isolation baffles have been developed to provided sound isolation and acoustical improvement for 

temporary situations like exhibitions, congresses, music events much more. This mobile product is adapted to standard 

entertainment mounting and rigging systems.

Music Events
Environmental noise problems from music spill over is an issue for almost every music event nowadays. The Mobile Air Wall® 

baffles are a proven easy and fast solution to overcome those problems. The sound isolation baffles can be used to eliminate 

unwanted sound lobes from the sound system, to reduce the sound level on stage or to create a shield to stop the sound.

Temporary Meeting Space
The Mobile Air Wall™ enables you to build quality meeting spaces in noisy environments like 

tradeshows. No other solution works like the way Mobile Air wall works. The acoustical 

difference is more than 1.000%. No other product comes close to the specifications of Mobile 

Air Wall. Discrete conversations can be held without disturbing or overhearing what is 

discussed in the next room. It’s only possible with Mobile Air Wall™.

The Panels
Mobile Air Wall standard width is 1.0m and comes in standard drops of 2 and 3 metres that can be joined together to give 

you any lengths you desire or custom lengths of 4, 6 or 8 metres.

Mobile Air Wall baffles have mounting strips at both the top and bottom ends. These mounting strips enable the user third 

party mounting equipment or modified hook clamps.

Concert Stage Meeting Spaces Theatre Set

Applications
Portable Meeting Rooms | Exhibition Centres | Open Air Festivals | Festival Tents | Conference Centres 

Temporary Separation Walls | Theatre Sets | Auditoriums | Trade Shows | Marquee Separations        

Concerts | Behind Stages | Behind Line-Arrays | In-front of Residences
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